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Abstract

This study reports the results of a laboratory experiment exploring interactions between
humans and a conversational agent. Using the ChatScript language, we created a chat
bot that asked participants to describe a series of images. The two objectives of this
study were (1) to analyze the impact of dynamic responses on participants’ perceptions
of the conversational agent, and (2) to explore behavioral changes in interactions with
the chat bot (i.e. response latency and pauses) when participants engaged in deception.
We discovered that a chat bot that provides adaptive responses based on the
participant’s input dramatically increases the perceived humanness and engagement of
the conversational agent. Deceivers interacting with a dynamic chat bot exhibited
consistent response latencies and pause lengths while deceivers with a static chat bot
exhibited longer response latencies and pause lengths. These results give new insights
on social interactions with computer agents during truthful and deceptive interactions.
Keywords: Deception, chat bot, conversational agent, human-computer interaction

Introduction
Enabling humans to communicate with computers as naturally as they would with another human being
has long been a goal of researchers working in the area of human-computer interaction. Facilitating
natural communication with computers has a number of benefits, including improved communication
and task performance in computer-based tasks (Gong 2008; Qui and Benbasat 2009), increased
disclosure of information (Moon 2000) and greater veracity in communication (Lind et al. 2013). To this
end, a long line of responsive conversational agents (CA), or chat bots, have captured the imagination of
researchers for over five decades.
In the 1960’s, chat bots such as ELIZA, the computer psychologist, began to emerge (Weizenbaum 1966).
ELIZA and other chat bots of the day had rudimentary abilities to engage in conversations, typically
following simple decision trees to determine what to say next. As technology has advanced, so have chat
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bots, many of which now leverage natural language processing (NLP), semantic networks, and pattern
recognition to provide a more natural chat experience (Wallace 2004).
Advances in technology have increasingly enabled developers to give chat bots more features and abilities.
Without understanding the positive or negative consequences of introducing new features into chat
interactions, however, it is unclear how these features impact the quality of communication between the
human and the computer. Thus, there is a significant need to more fully understand how users’
perceptions and responses change as chat bot interactions evolve. In this research, we set out to gain a
deeper understanding of how the level of interactivity a chat bot exhibits affects the human participant’s
interaction with the system.
Despite significant research and technological advances, state-of-the-art chat bots still fail to provide
convincing human-like interactions. One reason for this shortcoming is that chat bots do not have access
to traditional non-verbal cues. In face-to-face communication, over 60% of information in a message is
transmitted non-verbally through changes in features such as vocalic patterns, proxemics, and
oculometrics (Birdwhistell 1955; Burgoon et al. 2009). Currently chat bots rely primarily on the text that
is provided to them, conducting linguistic analysis to infer meaning, devoid of many of the important cues
in the message that humans naturally use to help determine meaning. However, chat bots, if so designed,
have access to novel data that is not readily available to human observers, such as small changes in
response latency (i.e., the time between when the chat bot finishes asking a question and the user
responds) and pause time between words and thoughts. By observing changes in these features, we
suggest it may be possible for chat bots to infer more information about a human’s disposition, thus
increasing the quality of the communication.
RQ1: How does a chat bot that provides dynamic, rather than static, responses influence user
perceptions, responses, and behavior in a real-time chat environment?
While chat bots are currently used for customer service (Gong 2007), entertainment (Isbister 2006), and
healthcare (Bickmore and Picard 2005), a novel application of chat bots is conducting credibility
assessment interviews. Assessing credibility in computer-interactions has many useful applications. For
law enforcement, credibility assessment may be a primary goal. For other applications, such as medical
practitioners, credibility assessment may be useful for detecting when patients are withholding
information that may impact their diagnosis - for example, underreporting unhealthy behaviors or failing
to list all prescription medications could both have substantial effects on medical diagnoses and care.
Measuring and improving adherence to treatment instructions is an important topic of research in
healthcare (Steiner 2012). Assessing veracity in text-based computer-mediated communication, however,
is a difficult and as of yet unresolved challenge (Zhou, Burgoon, Nunamaker, et al. 2004). Due to the
importance and difficulty of this issue, a second focus of this research is to explore how chat bot
interactions change under conditions of deception. Of the deception cues, in this study we specifically
examine response latency and pause length. In accordance with Interpersonal Deception Theory (IDT),
deceivers may require additional time to fabricate a message and may exhibit longer pauses compared to
non-deceivers (Buller and Burgoon 1996). As such, we seek to answer:
RQ2: How does a chat bot that provides dynamic, rather than static, responses influence user behavior
when engaging in deception?
In this study, a chat bot CA was built using the ChatScript engine. A two-condition laboratory experiment
was conducted in which participants chatted with either a static CA which followed a predetermined script
or a dynamic CA which adjusted its responses based on the text provided by the participant. During the
course of the conversation, participants viewed images and were asked to describe the images to their chat
partner either truthfully or deceptively. In the dynamic chat bot condition, NLP techniques embedded in
the ChatScript program were used to formulate a reasonably human-like response, while in the static
condition a standard list of questions was asked.
Based on the findings of this research, we discuss implications for practice and propose a way forward for
additional research using chat bots for interactive communication, specifically for scenarios in which
credibility assessment or elicitation of sensitive information is important.
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Literature Review
Significant prior research in CAs, social presence, and deception provides a mature foundation for this
research. In the following sections we discuss some of the relevant extant literature that informs this
work.

Conversational Agents
The first well-known chat bot, ELIZA, used keyword recognition and substitution when analyzing human
input and formulating responses (Gianvecchio et al. 2011; Weizenbaum 1966). It was one of the first
computer programs to use rudimentary NLP for responding to users. ELIZA used scripts containing
ranked keywords and transformation rules to respond to users based on the text they provided. While the
scripts often resulted in rather unengaging conversations, ELIZA was considered very human-like in its
time (Weizenbaum 1966). The architecture behind ELIZA proved to be a significant step forward for CAs
and paved the way for future chat bot design and creation.
Another significant step forward for chat bots came with the creation of A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic
Internet Computer Entity). The major contribution of A.L.I.C.E., which is freely available for download at
http://www.alicebot.org/downloads, is the introduction of AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup
Language). AIML is a programming language similar to XML that enables the creation of a chat bot using
pattern-matching to parse user input. AIML also provides additional features that allow programmers to
control the chat bot’s behavior, which has led to it becoming a staple programming language for chat bot
creation. New variations of AIML that offer their own unique set of features are being developed, For
example, the Multimodal Presentation Markup Language (MPML) (Descamps et al. 2001; Mori et al.
2003; Prendinger et al. 2004) provides the ability to express emotional behavior. ChatScript
(http://chatscript.sourceforge.net/) is another language, separate from AIML, which provides a similar
feature set. These programming languages have enhanced abilities to control the chat bot’s interactivity,
providing the tools necessary to recognize linguistic features and provide human-like responses.
Due to the prevalence of nonverbal cues in human communication, chat bots sometimes struggle to
capture the meaning and context of messages. This poses a significant challenge for a chat bot to
communicate effectively with a human. For this reason, a great deal of prior chat bot research focuses on
improving the extraction of linguistic features from text (Guo and Zhang 2009; Santangelo et al. 2006;
Shawar and Atwell 2004). The process of extracting meaning from text and forming a response is known
as natural language processing.
NLP is a theoretical set of computational techniques for analyzing and representing naturally occurring
texts at one or more levels of linguistic analysis for the purpose of achieving human-like language
processing for a range of tasks or applications (Liddy 2001). Some chat bots use sophisticated linguistic
analysis to interpret a human’s response. However, lower-level systems do not aim to actually understand
the response, but rather mimic understanding through pattern-matching (Schumaker and Chen 2010).
NLP gives chat bots the ability to analyze a human’s response by searching for keywords. Therefore, part
of preparing a simple chat bot is determining what a reasonable set of responses might be in order to
eliminate the need for advanced linguistic analysis. A chat bot engages in conversation by recognizing
when a keyword appears and using it to formulate the next response or question. If a chat bot does not
recognize a keyword in the response it may request clarification or change the subject.
As chat bot techniques evolve to improve chat bot interactivity, applications of chat bots are expanding
into new domains such as public health (Crutzen et al. 2011; Johnson and Cooper 2009), tourism
(Santangelo et al. 2006; Vlahakis et al. 2001), psychology (Augello et al. 2008; Pilato et al. 2005),
education (André 2008; Kerly et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2008; Kowalski et al. 2011), customer support
(Brown and Barros 2013; Kuligowska and Lasek 2011), and deception detection (Derrick et al. 2013;
Nunamaker Jr et al. 2011). The primary focus of most of these studies has revolved around user
acceptance and chat bot functionality. With the exception of Nunamaker et al. (2011), there are few chat
bot studies that investigate how the interactivity of a chat bot affects the user’s perceptions of the chat bot
and their subsequent behavior. Therefore, in this study we investigate how interactive chat bots affect
perceptions of social presence and human behavior during deception.
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Social Presence
Social presence theory describes the salience of an interpersonal relationship as a function of the salience
of the other person in the interaction (Short et al. 1976). Social presence theory is typically applied to
interpersonal interactions, though in recent research, and because of our understanding of the paradigm
of Computers as Social Actors (CASA) (Nass et al. 1994), the same principles can be applied to
interactions with computers (Tourangeau et al. 2003) or with web sites (Gefen and Straub 2004). The
CASA paradigm applies the application of interpersonal theories and norms to human-computer
interaction.
Social presence theory suggests that the more salient one’s partner is in an interaction, the more that
person will be focused on managing the relationship with that partner. For example, a video conference
makes the other person more salient than does an instant message (IM) conversation. So in an IM
conversation, one might pay less attention to managing their relationship with the other person than they
would in a video conference or face-to-face. A CA that implements NLP to understand what the user is
saying and uses that understanding to make sensible responses to the user will likely increase the feeling
of social presence. Compared to a static interview system that asks the same questions regardless of user
feedback, we anticipate that a dynamic interview in which the CA asks follow-up questions in response to
user messages will increase feelings of social presence. We propose that creating a sense of social presence
with a CA will increase the user’s perception of the chat bot’s humanness and partner engagement.
Perceived partner humanness is based on the concepts introduced by Alan Turing (1950) to test whether a
computer can convince a person that it is a human and is operationalized here as a rating on a 6-point
scale from “definitely computer” to “definitely human” (Ijaz et al. 2011). Perceived partner engagement is
how well the computer interacts as a communication partner and is rated on attributes such as skilled,
thoughtful, and polite (Holtgraves and Han 2007).
H1: A CA that adapts responses based on the content of a user’s message will result in higher perceived
partner humanness
H2: A CA that adapts responses based on the content of a user’s message will result in higher perceived
partner engagement

Deception
An emerging area of research is investigating changes in human behavior resulting from changes in the
CA with which they are engaging (Nunamaker et al. 2011). One area of interest is behavioral changes
resulting from the human lying to a CA (Zhou, Burgoon, Nunamaker, et al. 2004; Zhou, Burgoon,
Twitchell, et al. 2004; Zhou, Burgoon, Zhang, et al. 2004). This section describes the hypothesized impact
of a dynamic chat bot on human behavior compared to a static interviewer by introducing Interpersonal
Deception Theory (IDT) (Buller and Burgoon 1996; Burgoon et al. 1999) and explaining how chat bots are
predicted to engender strategic behavior described by IDT.
IDT is a communication theory that posits, among other things, that deceivers strategically manage
expressed information and behavior more than truth-tellers (Buller and Burgoon 1996). IDT also predicts
that as the communication setting becomes more interactive (i.e., more opportunities for each party to
react to the other), deceivers will even more greatly manage their expressed information and control their
behavior with the objective of appearing more credible. To manage expressed information, deceivers will
be more deliberate in their choice of words and actions (Elkins and Stone 2011).
One setting in which deception may occur is in an interview where one communicator asks questions
while the other answers the questions. One way of promoting more interactive communication in an
interview setting is for the interviewer to ask follow-up questions to the interviewee. Follow-up questions
are questions based on information provided by one’s communication partner (Levine and McCornack
1996). Although follow-up questions do not necessarily increase accuracy of deception detection (Buller et
al. 1989, 1991; Stiff and Miller 1986), they can lead to the deceiver presenting additional cues of deception.
Prior research on follow-up questions suggests that during follow-up questions deceivers display more
speech errors, talk less, pause more, and wait longer before responding (i.e., increased response latency)
(Buller et al. 1989, 1991; Derrick et al. 2013; Levine and McCornack 1996).

4
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Because communication with a CA can have varying degrees of interactivity, IDT would suggest that
deceivers communicating with CAs that are more interactive are more likely to strategically manage
expressed information and control their behavior. CAs that are more interactive (i.e., ask follow up
questions) should increase a deceiver’s use of strategic behaviors. Thus, deceivers communicating with a
dynamic chat bot will be more deliberate in their communication and will exhibit smaller behavioral
changes from their baseline. The behaviors we monitor are response latency and pause length. A truth
teller is likely to feel a lesser sense of urgency to respond quickly when a CA is dynamic where a deceiver
interacting with a dynamic CA is likely to feel a greater sense of urgency due to their desire to appear
truthful. When the CA is not dynamic, a deceiver feels less urgency. Thus, deceivers with a static CA will
take a greater amount of time to refine their message and appear truthful. Based on this line of reasoning,
we propose the following hypotheses:
H3: A CA that adapts responses to the content of the user’s message will lead to deceivers exhibiting
response latency closer to their baseline than deceivers in a static interview.
H4: A CA that adapts responses to the content of the user’s message will lead to deceivers exhibiting
pause lengths closer to their baseline than deceivers in a static interview.

Methodology
We performed a laboratory experiment at a large public university in the southwestern United States with
sixty students (44 male) from an upper-level MIS class who participated in exchange for class credit.
Technical issues with the chat program invalidated data from three participants. Two participants
indicated that they did not follow the instructions (i.e. they did not lie when asked) and were therefore
removed from the analysis, leaving 55 participants for the final analysis. The experiment took place in a
computer lab equipped with privacy screens to prevent participants from seeing stimuli presented on the
screens of other participants. Upon arrival at the lab, participants signed a consent form and completed a
computer-based survey measuring demographic information and computer use behavior.
After completing the initial survey, participants were automatically directed to the experiment. The
system randomly assigned participants to a dynamic chat bot or a static interview treatment (see Table 1
for the experiment flow). Thus, we designate our first independent variable to be whether the chat bot is
dynamic or static. This manipulation was a between-subjects manipulation, as each participant only
interacted with a single chat bot. During the experiment, participants were shown a series of twelve
images taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) (Lang et al. 2008). IAPS is a
collection of over 1,000 images covering a wide range of settings and activities that have been validated
across hundreds of studies to elicit specific affective states. The images appeared in the same order to each
participant, and alternated between positive and negative valence. While the valence was a withinsubjects manipulation, it is not used for analysis in this study. After participants finished describing an
image, the next image appeared. For a pre-selected set of three negative images (the same images for all
participants), participants were asked to be lie about the content of the image, for example, by respond to
questions regarding the image of a sickly dog as if it was a happy dog – a methodology similar to that used
by Ekman and Friesen (1974) – making our second independent variable the message’s veracity. This was
a within-subjects manipulation. Figure 1 is a sample interaction from the deceitful condition.
Random assignment to
static interview

Image treatments
(positive and negative)

Random assignment to
dynamic chat bot

Image treatments
(positive and negative)
with dynamic followup questions

Pre-survey

Typed responses to
questions (truthful
and deceptive).

Post-survey

Typing latency and
pause time recorded.

Table 1. Experiment design
Before interacting with the chat bot, the participants were given the following instructions:
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For this experiment you will interact with either a computer or a human via chat. You will be
shown a series of images which your chat partner cannot see. Your chat partner will ask you to
describe each image, and may ask for more details on some of the images.
For some images you will be instructed to lie to your chat partner by describing something
DIFFERENT than what is in the image.

Figure 1. Example chat interface (Pink bubbles are text from the chat bot)1
While a human condition is mentioned in the instructions so that participants will be receptive to the idea
that their chat partner might be human, no human chat interactions occurred.
Participants were then shown two example screenshots of the interface. In the first screenshot, the
participants were shown what the chat interface would look like when they were to respond truthfully, and
in the second screenshot they were shown what the interface would look like when they were to behave
deceptively - the addition of a bold message stating “For this image, please answer the questions as if the
picture is of [something similar but positive] not of [the actual subject of the image].” Neither of the
images used in the screenshots were used in the experiment, and both images were of neutral valence
(shoes and clothes pins).
After the two screenshots, the user clicked a link that took them to the chat interface (Figure 1). The chat
bot followed a conversation stream similar to that presented in Table 2 asking each participant three base
questions, and in the dynamic condition, a follow up question to each base question. The follow up

Dog image from https://www.flickr.com/photos/amazoncares/83761580/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
1
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questions looked for key words in the responses – for example, as illustrated in Figure 1, since the user
said the key word “enjoyable” the chat bot specifically asked “What about the image makes you happy?”
See the appendix for examples of additional conversations. As previously described, next to some of the
images appeared a prompt instructing participants to lie to their chat partner and describe a different
scene. The images where participants were to lie were pre-selected to ensure consistency across
participants and conditions. As participants typed descriptions of the images, a small JavaScript
application embedded in the web page captured and stored precise measurements of their response
latencies and pauses while typing. These measures were used as dependent variables in the testing of H3
and H4.
Static
1.

Dynamic

Please describe the contents of the image

1a. Please describe the contents of the image
1b. [Follow up question based on response]

2. How do you feel about the image?

2a. How do you feel about the image?
2b. [Follow up question based on response]

3. If you were the person taking this picture,
what would you do after taking the shot?

3a. If you were the person taking this picture,
what would you do after taking the shot?
3b. [Follow up question based on response]

Table 2. Static and Dynamic Interview Flow
After answering questions for all twelve images, participants completed a post survey where they
answered questions about their partner and the interaction. The post survey measured the humanness
and engagement dependent variables. We also checked the participants’ compliance with our instructions
to lie about some of the images by asking “For some of the images you were asked to respond to the
questions as if a different, more pleasant image was on the screen. Did you complete that task as
assigned?” We further verified this information by checking chat logs to ensure participants answered
questions as directed. We asked about the chat interaction using a Likert-type scale from 1, strongly
disagree, to 7, strongly agree on the following dimensions: reasonable, weird, unusual, natural, and
comfortable. We also asked about the chat partner in a similar manner on these dimensions: skilled,
polite, engaging, responsive, thoughtful, and friendly (Holtgraves and Han 2007).
We also wanted to see if any of the participants thought that the chat bot might be human. To this end, we
asked the following: “My chat partner was…” with the following six options: definitely human; probably
human; not sure, but guess human; not sure, but guess computer; probably computer; definitely
computer (Ijaz et al. 2011).

Analysis and Results
Our research design had one binary, between-subjects condition (dynamic chat bot or static interview)
and two binary, within-subjects conditions (pleasant image or negative image; and answer truthfully or
answer deceptively), though differences in the valence conditions are not analyzed here.
To test H1, that individuals in the dynamic chat bot condition would rate their partner as more humanlike than those in the static interview condition, we conducted a Welch’s two-sample t-test. A statistically
significant difference between conditions was found (t = -3.38, df = 44.63, p = 0.002), as illustrated in
Figure 2. Furthermore, participants in the chat bot condition were more likely to express doubt in the
nature of their chat partner, with 79.2% of static interview participants saying their chat partner was
definitely a computer, while only 41.9% of those in the dynamic chat bot condition saying the same.
Finally, four participants (12.9%) in the dynamic chat bot condition indicated they thought it was more
likely their chat partner was human than computer, rating the humanness above the midpoint of the 0-5
scale, while no participants in the static condition provided such a rating. As such, H1 is supported.
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Figure 2. Humanness Rating by Condition (Rated from 0 to 5)

To test H2, that individuals in the dynamic chat bot condition would rate their partner as more engaging
than those in the static interview, we conducted another Welch’s two-sample t-test. The result indicates a
statistically significant difference between the two conditions (t = -3.88, df = 40.09, p < 0.001), providing
support for H2. Participants in the chat bot condition rated their partner as more engaging on a sevenpoint scale (M = 5.0, SD = 1.0) than those in the static interview condition (M = 3.7, SD = 1.4). Figure 3
shows the difference between conditions.

Figure 3. Partner Engagement by Condition (Rated from 1 to 7)
For analysis of H3, we compared response latency between subjects when deceiving and telling the truth.
We used a mixed effects model to account for the fact that both response latency and pause time for
deceptive and truthful interactions were repeated measures. To compare conditions on response latency,
we took each individual’s mean response latency for the unpleasant truthful and unpleasant lie images
and compared them. Pleasant images were, for these analyses, used as a buffer between unpleasant
images. To be consistent across conditions, we used only the response latency for the initial questions, not
using follow-up questions for this analysis. In addition, because the distribution of response latency was
right-skewed, we used a log transformation, resulting in a more normal distribution.
The result of the mixed model showed a significant interaction between deception and condition
(β = -0.22, SE = 0.10, p = 0.03). There was also a statistically significant main effect of deception
(β = 0.23, SE = 0.07, p = .002). There was no significant main effect of condition (β = -0.07, SE = 0.10,
p = 0.47). This provides support for H3: those in the dynamic chat bot condition showed greater
consistency when lying than did those in the static interview condition. This result is illustrated in Figure
4, with details of the model comparison in Table 3. During truthful questions, response latency was
approximately equal between conditions, but when lying those in the static interview condition showed
increases in latency while the dynamic chat bot condition did not.

8
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Figure 4. Means Plot of Response Latency

Model 1
Variable
(Intercept)

B

Model 2
SE

8.81***

0.04

D

B

Model 3
SE

B

Model 4
SE

B

SE

8.75***

0.05

8.86***

0.07

8.80***

0.07

0.11*

0.05

0.11*

0.05

0.23**

0.07

-0.18*

0.09

R
DxR

-0.07

0.10

-0.22*

0.10

-2LL

81.3

76.6

72.2

67.1

L Ratio

—

4.72*

4.39*

5.12*

Notes: N=55. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < 0.001. D = deception (within subjects); R = responsiveness (between subjects). 2LL is a measure of model fit that, when compared using the likelihood ratio test (L Ratio), approximates a chi-square
distribution and is therefore useful in comparing nested models.

Table 3. Summary of Linear Mixed-Effects Models for Response Latency
To test H4, we used the mean of pauses during the response. We began by removing all pauses shorter
than 500 ms, as those were deemed to be more indicative of normal latencies in typing rather than of
pauses for thinking. We then took the mean of those pause times for both unpleasant truth and
unpleasant deception questions. As this distribution was also right-skewed, we used a log transformation
to produce a more normal distribution.
Results of the mixed model looked very similar to the response latency analysis for H3. Once again, we
find a significant main effect for deception (β = 0.18, SE = 0.41, p < 0.001), but none for condition
(β = -0.09, SE = 0.08, p = 0.26). Most importantly, the interaction effect of deception and condition was
statistically significant (β = -0.17, SE = 0.06, p = 0.003). As in the response latency analysis, the
interaction effect is approximately equal and opposite the deception main effect, meaning that deception
increased mean pause length, but only for those in the static interview condition (Figure 5). Details of the
model comparison are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 5. Means Plot of Mean Pause Length

Model 1
Variable

B

(Intercept)

8.13***

Model 2
SE

0.04

D

B

Model 3
SE

B

Model 4
SE

B

SE

8.08***

0.04

8.18***

0.06

8.13***

0.06

0.08**

0.03

0.08*

0.03

0.18***

0.04

-0.17*

0.07

R
DxR

-0.09

0.08

-0.17**

0.06

-2LL

9.9

2.1

-3.5

-12.5

L Ratio

—

7.81**

5.60*

9.04**

Notes: N=55. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < 0.001. D = deception (within subjects); R = responsiveness (between subjects). 2LL is a measure of model fit that, when compared using the likelihood ratio test (L Ratio), approximates a chi-square
distribution and is therefore useful in comparing nested models.

Table 4. Summary of Linear Mixed-Effects Models for Mean Pause Length

Discussion
The results of H1 highlight how trivial it is to increase the perception of humanness of a chat bot. While
the current chat bot did leverage NLP techniques to craft answers that were relevant to the conversation
at hand, the responses were still very basic in nature. The appendix shows a few examples of the simplicity
of our chat bot’s responses. Regardless, our rudimentary chat bot was able to fool four users and at least
introduce doubt into many others. Given the limited nature of the chat interaction, it is intriguing that we
were able to introduce humanness to our computer system. We suspect this result is likely similar to what
might happen if a static interview was compared to an interview with human agent in this text-based
scenario – an area that will be explored in more depth in future research.
The results of H1 and H2 provide evidence of the social presence effect of adding interactive and
responsive communication to a CA. Large changes in user perceptions of the system came from small cues
indicating the chat bot understood users. Further refinement of the current chat agent could be done
using the chat logs to understand areas where our chat agent failed to match user input. Iterative
development such as this would likely enable even greater gains in ratings of humanness and engagement.
The support for hypotheses 1 and 2 is interesting in its own right, but even more interesting as it relates to
H3 and H4. We found that when people interact with a dynamic chat bot as opposed to a static
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interviewer, they perceived their chat partner as both more engaging and more human-like. How people
interact with a CA is likely to be affected by that change. The CASA paradigm predicts that people will
view computers as social agents and treat them as such, applying social norms and expectations, even
when they do not think of the system as explicitly social (Nass et al. 1994).
We suggest that the use of these social norms drove the support of H3 and H4. In the static interview
condition, participants felt they could take all the time they needed to concoct a deceptive response when
asked. Contrast that with the participants who were assigned a dynamic chat agent. Presumably because
they felt their partner was more engaging and more human-like, they reciprocated by behaving in a more
engaging way. Part of behaving in an engaging way included maintaining their normal response latency
and pause times. These results make sense if we imagine them in the context of interpersonal
communication. For example, one has a normal pattern of communication when interacting with a friend,
which consists of specific response latencies, pausing to think, etc. If we were lying during this
communication, interpersonal deception theory posits that we will try to maintain our normal pattern of
behavior, including not taking extra time to create our response (Buller and Burgoon 1996). Contrast that
with lying to a system that is unresponsive to our behavior, as in the static interview condition of this
study, if the system gives no indication of interpreting or understanding our response, individuals may be
more likely to take as much time as they feel is necessary to craft a response.
These findings have interesting implications for practitioners. First, we see that making modest efforts
toward making a system more human-like can reap large rewards with regard to user perceptions of the
system. Second, by monitoring features such as response latency and pause times, we may be able to
identify when users are behaving deceptively. Further, we found that this ability may be enhanced by
using CAs that are less engaging – a finding that is somewhat counterintuitive and deserves further
investigation. Finally, this research suggests that for eliciting information, creating a more human-like
ECA may be useful so that interviewees, attempting to maintain reciprocity in the communication by
responding expeditiously, may have less time to carefully construct a response.

Limitations and Future Research
As with all research, this study has limitations, and many of those limitations provide opportunities for
future research. First, response latency and pauses are not the only measures of deception that could
possibly be affected by the introduction of a dynamic chat bot. Linguistic features and keyboard behavior
are just a few of the features that could potentially be examined in future research.
As a first look at the influence of chat bots on deceptive behavior, this study was further limited by the
lack of motivation for the deceivers. They were simply told to lie, with no particular incentive other than
the instruction given to them. Future research should examine the impact of motivation, or different types
of deception. If the chat bot is conducting an interrogation rather than a simple Q&A, there is the
potential that the humanness factor becomes an even greater driver.
This study also provides an opportunity for future research in voice-based communication. The current
research was text-only, which provides limited cues compared to the voice. This limitation was partially
imposed by technology. Because text-to-speech and speech-to-text technology are currently highly active
areas of research, the capabilities of these systems will improve rapidly over the coming years. Further,
the addition of a face and voice to the intelligent agent could provide an even greater sense of social
interaction, causing even greater social responses.
There were only 55 participants in this study in two between-subject conditions. This is a low number of
participants for a typical IS study leading to possible type 2 errors. Our student based subject pool also
limits the generalizability of our results, however, as an exploration of potential effects of CAs, we believe
this still provides a good starting point for future research.
Finally, because this research is designed to compare social responses, future research might compare the
results of a chat bot with results of a real human in a chat interaction. Providing a human interaction
partner and comparing results to a dynamic chat bot could test the idea that the effects are indeed social
in nature.
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Conclusion
Our research found that people perceive a dynamic chat bot to be both more engaging and more humanlike than a static interview. While this is an intuitive finding, this study helps to quantify the impact of a
modest improvement in chat bot interactivity and paves the way for future research to compare how much
more human-like and engaging chat bots are as incremental features are added. This research also reveals
a less intuitive finding that is useful for practitioners looking to elicit information from subjects. While
many theories of deception suggest that deceivers should exhibit additional response latency as they work
to craft a response, we found that, in line with IDT, deceivers engaged in more strategic behaviors by
responding with lower latency in order to appear engaged to their chat partner. By having more humanlike interview agents, deceivers may feel they have less time to formulate a deceptive response, and
therefore may be more likely to provide cues to their deception. This shows both the potential benefits of
interactive chat agents and the possible downsides. Deception is a complicated behavior, and difficult to
detect in text-based communication. The introduction of social agents such as chat bots, if not properly
implemented, may make that process even more difficult. Finally, this study provides support for the
efficacy of chat bots for new interviewing applications such as medical and law enforcement and provides
a starting point for future research in the area.
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Appendix – Sample Chat Logs
These are unmodified chat logs taken from participants in the dynamic chat bot condition. These are
reproduced verbatim, and any typos were present in the original logs.

User Describing an Image of a Snake
Chatbot: Please describe the contents of the image.
User: a snake about to eat
Chatbot: Tell me more about the snake.
User: it has its mouth open
Chatbot: How do you feel about the image?
User: it is scary
Chatbot: What is scary about it?
User: the snake is attacking something
Chatbot: If you were the person taking this picture, what would you do after taking the shot?
User: run
Chatbot: It does look pretty scary. How far would you have to get away to feel safe?
User: at least 20 feet from it

User Describing an Image of Puppies
Chatbot: Please describe the contents of the image.
User: Three of the cutest black and white puppies ever
Chatbot: Describe the puppies in more detail. What are they doing? What do they look like?
User: They are sitting very well behaved next to each other. The middle one seems to be more excited
about the picture but none the less the others are good sports
Chatbot: How do you feel about the image?
User: Happy happy happy
Chatbot: I’m glad this is a pleasant image. What about it makes you happy?
User: the puppies
Chatbot: If you were the person taking this picture, what would you do after taking the shot?
User: grab the puppies and hold them
Chatbot: What else?
User: squeeze them

User Describing an Image of a Smiling Baby
Chatbot: Please describe the contents of the image.
User: This is a picture of a baby in a car seat with his mouth open, sort of smiling.
Chatbot: Why do you think the baby is smiling so much?
User: He isn’t smiling that much. but I would assume there is someone behind the camera making him
smile like that.
Chatbot: How do you feel about the image?
User: I like this image. Children, babies in particular, are fun to play with and have contagious smiles.
Chatbot: What about the image makes you feel that way?
User: The fact that it is a smiling baby.
Chatbot: If you were the person taking this picture, what would you do after taking the shot?
User: I would probably put the camera don and continue playing with the baby.
Chatbot: What kinds of games do you like to play with babies?
User: Peek-a-boo is a favorite. Also, babies love to be tickled.
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